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Abstract: Extended objects are characterised with multiple measurements originated
from different locations of the object surface. This paper presents a novel Sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) approach for extended object tracking in the presence of clutter.
The problem is formulated for general nonlinear problems. The main contribution of
this work is in the derivation of the likelihood function for nonlinear measurement
functions, with sets of measurements belonging to a bounded region. Simulation re-
sults are presented when the object is surrounded by a circular region. Accurate esti-
mation results are presented both for the object kinematic state and object extent.

1 Motivation

Extended object tracking is an important application where the interest is in finding esti-

mates of the centre of the area surrounding an object and the object extent/size. The ex-

tended object usually leads to multiple measurements. Different methods are proposed

in the literature for dealing with this problem. Most of the methods separate the pro-

blem of kinematic state estimation from the problem of parameter state estimation such

as in [KF09, Koc08]. The extent parameters are estimated separately from the states, for

instance with the random matrices approach [KF09, Koc08]. A comparison between the

approach with random matrices and the combined-set theoretic approach is presented

in [BFF+10]. An approach with SMC method for extended object tracking is proposed

in [VIG05]. Other related works are [SH07, SBH06, BH09a, BH09b, NKPH10].

In general the measurement uncertainty can belong to a hypercube or to another spatial

shape. In our approach, we consider the general case with a nonlinear measurement equa-

tion. The main contributions of the work is in the derived likelihood function based on a

parameterised shape and in the developed SMC filter for extended objects. Then we pro-

pagate this spatial measurement uncertainty through the Bayesian estimation framework.

In 2005, Gilholm and Salmond [GS05] developed a spatial distribution model for tracking

extended objects in clutter, where the number of observations from the target is assumed

to be Poisson distributed. Based on this approach Poisson likelihood models for group and

extended object tracking were developed [CG07].

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the SMC framework

in the case of EOT. Section 3 gives the measurement likelihood in the presence of clutter.
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